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Brief: WWII Cleanup: Munitions Contaminate German Seas

WWII Cleanup: Munitions Contaminate German Seas
According to Kölbel, because the ammunition is unstable,
controlled detonations in situ are often the only safe option for disposal. These detonations, however, have severe
detrimental effects on marine wildlife.3 Environmental organizations like Naturschutzbund Deutschland have “issued

demands for legal guidelines” on clearance of underwater
UXO and explosive remnants of war. Kölbel said that such
guidelines would be helpful.3 Although the German governDecaying mustard gas barrels similar to these found
under water in the U.S. Gulf of Mexico have been
found in German seas.
Photo courtesy of Texas A&M University.

D

uring World War II Nazi forces began dumping chemical
and conventional weapons in the ocean to avoid dev-

ment has yet to perform clearance, the Program on Underwater
Munitions focuses on technical research, reporting and
documentation, and monitoring and mapping in order to fully understand the contamination’s extent.4

~ Dan Braun, CISR staff

astation by enemy aerial bombings. Following the Nazi

Party’s unconditional surrender in May 1945, the Allied
powers continued with this practice to dispose of German
arsenals.1,2 Munitions from WWII still pollute German coast-
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